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German Forces Make Slight Advance Along the Allies' West Wing
CZAR AND EM PER Oil WILLIAM HEAD

show how surely the allies in norih-ern France havq pushed the forward
movement they), hope will envelop
General von Kluck, the commander of
the German right wing, in a net of
'
steel.
. For the last "yeek the Germans, so'
far as can be tmeertalned from the
few facts known' In London, have bee i
vainly hurling ttiemelves against different points along the allied line
an effort to discover a week mesh' in
the net. In the; view of General Jof-frcommander in chief of the French
forces, the process of attrition has
sone far enough to justify the resumption of offensive movements on
the part of the allies, as Is announced
in the latest
communication from
French headquarters.
Apparently the intent now is to attempt something decisive against the
German right wing and if possible
bring to an end this contest which for
magnitude and (stubbornness Is without pr cedent in history.
In the eastern theater of war the
Germans
according to
English observers, to be contemplating a period ofdefense before undertaking the offensive. .They are busily
engaged betweeft Thorn in east Prussian and Gallcia in entrenching themselves against the) Russian hosts gathering on the other side of the frontier.
The Russians continue to push eastward on Cracow, evidently with the
hope of getting thence to Breslau,
and they go oil stretching their tentacles southward toward Budapest.
.'
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neutrality of' the country will be
pitserved, condemns the ltussophile
propaganda In certain newspapers and
emphasizes the dangerous position of
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TREMENDOUS MASS OF MEN
THE MISER'S INVADING BAND
The Teutons Attempt to Penetrate Into Territory of Enemy to the East

Ihe government

of the Netherlands

Dutch force
has strengthened th
along the frontier districts to disarm
Belgian troops when the latter cross
the frontier from Antwerp.
"According to a statement made by
his eminence, Cardinal Hettinger, the
highest Roman Catholic authority In
Bavaria, the statements appearing In
Fnglish and American newspapers
that priests have been shot and abyon-eteby German soldiers while attendwounded in Belgium, are to
the
ing
bo considered as absolutely without
foundation. It Is also declared that
the English newspaper correspondents
overlook the fact that a large portion
of the German army is Roman Cathol
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THE WARFARE AT NACO, MEXICO, ERECTION OF FEDERAL BUILDING,
BY
MAY BE DELAYED SEVERAL
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CATRON

REPLY TO APPEAL

In an effort recently to learn the
exact status of the appropriation for
a new federal building here, letters of
Inquiry were sent to Senators Catron
snd Fall and Representative Fergussoa
by the San Miguel bank, the First National bank and the Peoples bank. ReAISNE CONFLICT CONTINUES WITHOUT A LULL
plies have been received showing that
the appropriation of $125,000 which
has been passed by congress. Is sti-March.
ic.
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Washington, Oct. 5. Outlining the
legislative program for the remainder
of the session of congress, President
Wilson told callers today that no extra session in November was contemplated, lie added that only some extraordinary emergency would necessitate an extra session following adjournment of the short session In

anti-trus-

Naco, Sonora, Mexico, Oct. 5. Pot- shooting by both sides opened the
third day of the battle of Naco today.
Governor Maytorena's troops so far
have made no progress. General Hill,
commanding the Carranzlsta garrison.
reported his losses up to daylight to
day as six killed and eight wounded.
Hill's scouts reported this morning
that Governor Maytorena was disposing his troops in a manner indicating
an intention to attack the town in
front. This would materially increase
the danger to life on the American
side of the line, particularly as the at
tavkers have displayed a consistent
lack of marksmanship.
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Up to $7.50 Silk

Dresses
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black
Dainy new silk dresses in Blue,
and
tunic
latest
and brown. Very

u

'

.SGsetwt&6 Son,
South SidoPlflj

Becoming Fall Suits $12,98
Regular $15.00 to 1750

Regular 513.50 to

the new idea that is
Big, soft colored plaids are
we show in this
coat
luling the coat world. The
of
deeps shades of
lot are in big, indefinite plaids
Also
plain black,
red, green, brown and grey.
Cj( Q0
and black and white, two tone
iJIIUOU
at
combinations. Special

S7.50 to 9.00 Coats $5.98
Good, warm, modish coats, in all sizes.

$1.50 Kid Gloves 98c

$1.50 Petticoats 75c

2

Outing Flannel 9c

Talcum Powder 9c can

-

75c

1--

Good heavy outing, long knap
light and dark colors
Q
'U
Special, yard

20 lbs. Com pound Lard.... 1.85
. . 1.45
10 lbs. Pure Lard
7 lbs. Arbuckles Coffee... 1.00
(XX Special)
26 Bars White Laundry Soap $1.

Jacquard sli.'i and cotton petti
coats, all wanted colors, accor- deon pleated

Spc

12

check over these Items and
if there Isn't something that you
need
$100
12 cans Tomatoes
12 cans Corn

98c

Special

VL

GROCERIESsee

Kid gloves In black, tan

and white

Most fashionable it the
New! decidely
women are findredingote and cossack suits that
skirted,
ing universally becoming. The long,
both
to
large and
suit coat gives grace and height
small women. They're smartly tailored of serge
and poplin, in black, blue, brown and (MO QQ
Harvesters' Week . . .
Russian
new!

green.

can good
cum powder, perfumed,
Special, can
one-poun-

tal-

9c

$6,50 to 7,50 Wool Blankets $3.00 to 3,50 CottonBlankets
2.38
5.38
Oregon City Pure Wool Blankets- (11x4 size) in
This is a
white.
and
rich brown, grey, tan
for
fiJK 00
blanket that will wear
years
ijJU.UO
Harvesters' Week

$5.00 Wool Blankets $3.98

10x4 all wool blankets, also 11x4 wool blankets
with just enough cotton to prevent shrinking.
Colors, light and dark, grey and white, pink and
blue borders,
$3,98
Harvesters' Week

Not every one likes a wool blanket. Here is a
large warm, long knap blanket. Full bed size, in
with pink or Hue borders, light colored

grey,

SECOND DEGREE

plaids and white
A n exceptional value at

(JO 00
ipLtUU

$1,75 to 2,00

Comforts 1.33

Silkaline and challie covered, filled with gocd
white cotton. Size 72x80. AH colors
$1.38
Harvesters' Week
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RAYMOND MOORE REPORTS LOSS
TO POLICE, WHO FIND
NO

1

what cotton goods they can ufe. the national result being not only a great relief to cotton growers, but a
lirect aid to American factories. OUR SALE WILL COMMENCE SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10TH AND

CLEW

Raymond Moore, who lives at 810
Is night mes- Lincoln avenue, and
at
Western
Union of- the
scnger boy

17TH.

w-h-

"Buy a Bail of Cotton"

at the Santa Fe station, reported
the police last night that he had
been held up on. Railroad avenue, be- tween Jackson and Prince avenues, at
about 11 o'clock, and relieved of $2
cash and a chunk of skin from his
nose. He said he was returning from
the round house, where he had been
to deliver a batch of messages, when
was approached by two men, who
manhandled him and dragged him Into
the railroad yard, where they rlf'.ej
his pockets, and made their get away,
Moore could give no accurate de- script ion of his assailants, and no
trace of them had been found this
fice
to--

COMPLAINANTS

Bitter PHI
The nieht was pitchy dark; and
Robinson seemed to have been driving his car round and round In circles
for some hours and hours. He hadn t
the foggiest notion where he was; in
fact, had lost his way completely. The
hour was midnight, and now it had
Just begun to rain
Robinson felt very bitter toward the
world. At length he came upon what
appeared to be a signpost; though
what was written on it, try as ne
would, he could not see. He Bhook the
post, and swore at it. But that helped
him not at all.
So, taking off his shoes, ne iumDiea
in his pockets and eventually Drougm
out a box of matches. Luckily it con
tained a match just one match and

M. Ij. Tillman, who was arrested
some time ago by Chief of Police I5en
Coles at the request of authorities in
Wichita. Kas., and Kansas City, Mo.,
has been released. Chief Coles was
authorized by the Wichita and Kan
sas City police to give the young man
his release, tlw-- having been informed that he was willing to make a settlement with persona or firms in both
cities whom he was accused of swin
dling. Tillman is said to have passed
a number of worthlt ss checks. Tillman's release was secured, it is stat- ed, through the efforts of a local minIster. The young man comes of a
no more.
igood family.

smiths in the city. There are 66,000 000 were let. Large as these sums
are, however, they become relatively
salesmen classified as such, and
deliverymen. Twenty thousand small when it is remembered that the
plumbers are classified, and the aver- ultimate completion of the rapid tran
AMERICAN BOARD'S MEETING
age householder will be prompt to ad- sit system will involve the expendi
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 5. The Ameri- mit that they are gainfully employed. ture of $350,000,000. Of this total,
can Board of Commissioners for For- 0
These figures ate only some of the contracts amounting to about
eigu Missions announces its one bnn- more important classes, since many
have already been let and the
dred and fifth annual meeting to ae
thousands of others are listed, but rest will be placed from time to time
held in this city October 13 to 16. En
the whole total goes to show that the as the work progresses. New York, it
tenainment has been provided for ofproportion of persons idle and not would seem, has reason to congratuIficers, .corporate members, inritea
is surprisingly late itself that the whole scheme was
EIGHT OUT OF EVERY TEN MEN gainfully employed
speakers and missionaries of the
morning.
small.
approved when it was, despite the op
IN THE CITY IS ENGAGED
board, together with students of theo
Convicts Form Brotherhood
position which was raised to it. While
IN WORK
logical seminaries aa'l home missionPatterning
perhaps after the old the plan now Is considerably advanced
aries in Michigan.
NERVOUSiOYSPEPSIA,
adage concerning setting a thief to and th work going ahead rapidly, it
Dr. Samuel B. Capen of Boston, for
New York, Oct. 5. How New York, catch a
thief, the convicts at Sing is easy to imagine that if its approval
years the president of the board,
or rather the individuate which com
many
GAS OR INDIGESTION
Sing have organized a novel society had been postponed for a year to
died
while
numerous
its
making a tour of inspection
pose
population, get ltnown as the Golden Rule Hrother-hood-, await a referendum, its
financing
in China last year. Rev. Edward A.
their living is the subject of an imone of the purposes of which would have been a practical impos
portant report just issued. The re- will be to aid in the recapture of es sibility under present conditions and "Pape's Diapepsin" Settles Sour, Eaton, president of Beloit College,
vice president of the board, will there- port shows that in 1910 82.1 per cent caped convicts. The organization was that there would have been practical
Upset Stomachs in Five
foi e preside, and Rev. Nehemiah Boyn- 10
over
of all the males
Minutes
years old in stablished
by Warden McCormack ly no prospect for any development
ton and Dr. Robert E. Spear will make
this ' city were employed in gainful and thrown
open to all who cared to of the rapid transit system for sevTime it! Pape's Diapepsin will di- memorial addresses in honor of Dr.
occupations, a dcerease of .9 of 1 per join. As a matter of fact almost all eral years at least.
cent from 1900. Of females over 10 of the 1,500 convicts at
gest anything you eat and overcome Capen. Dr. Boynton was a pastor in
Planting Many Trees
Sing Sing
stomach Detroit previous to his going to
a
sour, gassy or
years of age, 30.6 per cent were gain- have joined. Those members who
Father Knickerbocker Is now plant
an
minutts.
within
increase
Brooklyn, and Dr. Spear is secretary
five
fully employed in 1910,
subscribe to the rules of the society ing trees for any property holder who surely
of the Presbyterian organization cor
If
of 3.5 per cent over 1900. In 1910 aro allowed to
meals
fit
your
don't.
comfortably,
enjoy their Saturday cares to apply for them and pay only or what
of responding to the American board.
a
like
eat
less children of both and
lies
about
you
lump
Sunday afternoons in the big what the trees themselves cost the
The order of the convention will
lead in your stomach, or if you have
sexes between the ages of 10 and 15
prison yard playing baseball or doing cityl All that has to be done is to
missionaries to the front. The
a
of
were ut worKR than in 1900. The great- almost
bring
is
indigesthat
heartburn,
sign
else that is respect- fill out the application, and these are
from India will be prom
tion.
est number of workers in one line is able so anything
contingent
do not attempt already coming in for trees to be set
long as
fifty-cen- t incnt unless war conditions should neGet
a
from
that of the class calltd female ser to escape. After they
your
pharmacist,
joinin. tne convicts out next spring. The park depart
case of Pape's Diapepsin and cessitate a revision of that part of
vants, numbering 113,409. while only went so far as to
appoint their own ment furnishes the tree with every take a dose
iibout c'tiitd nrtie serva.r.s are so monitors to see
just as soon as you can. the program. The annual convention
that no one was care- thing else that is needed, such as soil
will
no sour risings, no sermon will be preached by Rev. Dan
There
be
classified. The next largest class is less
enough to wander away, and tree guard and the like, and performs
food mixed F. Bradley of Cleveland.
of
made up of male retail dealers (a raised a fund of $175 which was
undigested
belching
given all necessary labor, such a cutting
or heartno
with
stomach
somewhat extensive term), number- to the warden to be
acid,
gas
sidewalks where
used in the re through concrete
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,
ing 107.329 as compared to 7,779 fe- capture of convicts who should escape, that is necessary, digging the hole, burn, fulness or heavy feeling in the
or feet requtres a powerful
htad
hauds,
males In the same line. The city the
nausea,
stomach,
debilitating
spokesman of the brotherhood ex planting the tree and watering it. So
that will penetrate the flesh
intestinal
boastB of 7,800 actors, of which 4,000
or
remedy
dizziness
griping1.
aches,
tree
its members were op- far indeed has this
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT posare males, although it is doubtful plainingto that
there
This
will
all
besides,
and,
go,
attempts at escatpe and planting scheme been developed that will
Rubbed In where
sesses
in
the
that
over
whether at the present time all of posed
food
no
sour
left
be
power.
hoped that those Who made them a! guarantee 13 given to replace the
is
felt
is
with
all
that is necessary
the
to
ibpse could be enumerated as gain- would be
breath
stomach
pain
poison your
recaptured. Altogether the tree if it dies from natural causes nauseous odors.
to
restore nor
fully employed. Muic and Its study new
relieve
and
suffering
organization marks flne of the within a period of three years. In
would seem to be popular, since there
50a and
Price
Is a certain cure mal conditions.
25c,
Diapepsin
Pape's
most
novel
steps in the history of order that plantings may be made
are no less than 9,000 male and 6,000
Central
Sold
It
bottle.
for
because
$1.00
per
stomachs,
by
which will most nearly conform to the
lemale musicians ana teachers of convict handling in this state.
it Drug Co. Adv.
and
hold
food
takes
of
your
digests
deneeds
of
any locality, the park
music. Men still continue to make
City Spends Money
just the same a if your stomach
most of the clothes, there being
0
In eplte of the fact that it is at- - partment reserves the right to select wasn't there.
QUAKER TOWN CELEBRATES
male tailors as asnUnst 6,000 tall- - tempting all
possible economlea. New I
Relief in five minutes from all stom
Salem, N. J., Oct. 5. Jerseyite3
upon its location.
oresses. There are 39,000 female dre3s York Is not
slowing up in the work!
ach misery is waiting for you at any hereabouts today celebrated the two
makers and seamstresses. Twelve on its imhlio projects. Thta Is strikdrug store.
hundred and thirty-nintanniversary.
thousand bartenders, all presumably ingly evidenced by the fact that more
KELLEY'S BAD FALL
These large fifty-cen- t
cases contain ,of the landing on October 5. 1675. Sa- males, serve the bibulously Inclined. than $1,650,000 a month la now being
Santa! Fe, Oct. 5. While drilling a
u.njwpsm w Keep jem was tne first permanent English
while it takes 13,000 bakers to fur- spent by the city and the rapid tran- well at Carne, Ray Ketley fell 90 feet the entire
family free from stomach settlement in New Jersey as well an
nish the city with bread. In spite of sit companies in building the new dual suffering a compound fracture of the msoraers una
indigestion for many the first Quaker settlement in Amprlthe steady growth of the automobile subway system. One day last week left leg and being terribly bruised months. It belongs In your home.
Ca John Fenwick sailed from London
Adv.
industry there aTe still 8,000 black-- J contracts amounting to over $2,250, about the head and body.
seitllng here.
22,-00- 0

GENERAL NOT

$140,-000,00-

L.

h

oja

0
the Lass!

Slowly and with much labor, Robin
son proceeded to climb the post; and

at the top, anxiously and carefully, he
struck the match.
WThat he said then cannot be print
ed. The flickering glare of the match
showed these three words:
'Try Tinker's Tablets."

-

one-thir- d

49,-00-

.

-

,

ti

We have received from the national committee in Washington, which was formed to help relieve the
cotton situation in the south ,v request to hold a special sale of American made cotton goods. The
plan being for the large reta stores over the country to hold theso sales, for each housewife to buy

LAZY

CITROLAX

Best thing tor constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow- els. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and satisfactory flushing no pain, no nausea. Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome. Ask for Cit.
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Cape Codaer Sailed Into Rio Janeiro
Amidst Shot and Shell, and
"Bob" Evans Approved.

--

KING COTTON SALE

NEW YORKERS

CITROLAX

YANKEE CAPTAIN DID

Capt. Henry Elachford was one of
old New England sea captains
those
LAS VEGAS AMUSEMENT COM-PN-who lived belter stories than the nov-eliSECURES SOMETHING
can make up," as somebody has
ENTIRELY NEW
said. Captain Blachford's death at the
at West Yarmouth
age of eighty-threWITH MRS. KING reminds me of an incident in his ca1 he Las Vegas Amusement company
reer that was typical of the old Yanannounced today that it had secured
CONVICTED AFTER SHORT
EDUCATORS TO MEET
kee mariners of past generations, a
World
the
DELIBERATIONS
the feature productions of
Va Oct. 5. An impor
Richmond,
writer in the Boston Fost states
Film corporation and the ' Shubert
h o nrrtvprl n t Rio tant meeting of the National Society
r
.nvava
Feature Film corporation. This orga- Silver City. Oct. 1. -- After being out
rebellion was going Lfor the Promotion of Industrial Edu
.
has for its object the eater- - an h0ur an, a halt the jury In the
nila rebel fleet wag Diock- - cation will be held in this city the
tainment of the public by the manu- - case of the State vsi Augustus West, adIng tne port. Ha was notified that second week of December. This confacture and marketing of all past and charged with the murder of George if he tried to enter he would be sunn. vention is arousing a special interest
wine-- a. r.rant county rachman, In Three hundred other vessels lay ouifniiirn nrnriurtlnna of Messrs. Shu- because the city of Richmond has
overawed by the same threat;
&
nr.-i.lI
K.
nmrnoon
rharlea
wiinam
- returned side,
the national society to make an
"
asked
.....
..A
MfouH t
Rh;nev. Owen Davis and Cecil Spoon- - a verdict of anility of murder in the nut, ui
and educational survey for
industrial
be bluffed,
. .
....I
er. Among me hbi or. pruuiwuuu.
geconj degree.
n American fiae at each the purpose of obtaining full infor
u..tn
will be plays that have pleased the
present In the court room when the magtRea(1 he started to enter the har-- mation concerning the principal oc
New
was announced were the vor A guot wa8 flred across the cupations, especially those in which,
York
the
of
Hippodrome,
verdict
patrons
I
Drury Dane and Manhattan opera father and brother of the defendant Bhip's how, but Captain Elachford young people are employed, In order
I
houses and the Winter Garden.
The elder West was visibly affected sailed steadily on.
to formulate plans for Improving the
He triumphantly entered the har
The Lure," "The Mimic World,
but the prisoner showed no emotion
IOr tritiums uiiu yiion
Opportunities
the
bor; the other vessels followed;
'The Vampire," "Mme. Troubadour, whatever.
vocations. The survey
the
for
ration
blockade was ended; that ended tne
Mrs. Isabel King, widow of the mur-The Truants," "The Lottery Man
and "Fighting Bob" Evans, was begun the first .of last May and
rebellion,
aml a hundred or more other plays dered man, who was jointly indicted who had witnessed the affair, person- - wU be finished by the middle of this
are listed for presentation this fall with West but who was yesterday ac-- 1 ally visited Captain Elachford to con- month.
and winter.
quitted on Instructions of the court, gratulate hira. They were men after
A synopsis of the findings will be
RobDollar
was not in the court room today, nor each other's hearts, that Cape Cod printed In tentative form and report"The
Mark," featuring
crt Warwick, Is the first of the list did she visit West in the jail after he mariner and that naval hero
ed to the society at the December
to he presented here and will be was returned there, so far as is
convention for study and for the makshown tomorrow at the Browne thea- - known. Accompanied by her brother WELL TO PRAISE SOMETIMES
No
such,
ing of recommendations.
ter. Thereafter, In the order named, she left this afternoon for the home
coma
in
made
ever
been
survey has
Constant Criticism and
tho following productions will appear 0f her mother in Houston, Texas,
as a
convention
a
to
previous
munity
Will Destroy
at Intervals of one week:
basis for its procedure. The survey
In a Child.
the
Tom Terrls la "The Chimes,"
will prepare full information regardYou will like their positive action.
in
"The
York
Lure,'
cast
New
original
cheerless homes, and ing conditions and will present find
have a tonic effect on the bowThey
Unattractive,
Emma Dunn in "Mother," Tom Wise els. and elve a wholesome, thorough harsh, unsympathetic parents are re-- ings, charts, diagrams, slides, staus- in "The Gentleman from Mississippi;
of the mis- - tlcl, au(J statements showing what has
cleaning to the entire bowel tract, sponsible for a large part
.
Robert Warwick in "The Man of the ehi-- tho hvok tn haaUhv aotivltv nnd ery, the unhappiness, wretchedness .
H inriicatinz
what clans
th
Ilcur." nad Wilton lockage in "The.
be develop- should
work
sweet.
stomach
of
and
Constipation,
types
keep
Pit."
headache, dull, tired feeling never af- iulJr
"""," 7
.trh m the ed and carried on in the future.
Those assembled at the convention,
feet those who use Foley Cathartic
trace his
ran
orm
fHav
When your food does not digest Tablets. Only 23c. O. G. Schaefer
w
will comprise the leading author- he
to
early
failuro and disappointment
well and you feel "blue," tired and and Red Cross
wants
Adv.
tonnes on industrial and vocational cdu- Drug Store.
discouragement. If a father
can- - cation frora tne entlre United States,
he
discouraged, you should use a little
of
his
child,
most
out
the
get
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
not do it by cramping him, Dy watcn-1,,- ,
gtudy an(j pagB upon the findings
reand
bowels, purifies the system
ing him all the time, or dj' criucmug
recoramend thom forms of edu- TILLMAN
GIVEN
M.
L.
stores a fine feeling of health and enliim. umiuren necuiuo nu
,,a,iora will' !, (a
mtlli,
"
"T"to carry out.
constantly denounced, scold.
Price 50c. Sold by Central
ergy.
n "nPrnptuali;reminded of their Richmond', advantage
RY Pill 1FF
FRFFIMM
Co.
Adv.
Drug
I IlLLUUlll Ul I ULIULi shortcomings, that they lose confl- dence completely in themselves, and
Orison Swett
even their
TO
YOUNG MAN IS DECLARED
In
Nautilus.
Marden,
MESSENGER BOY
HAVE AGREED TO SETTLE
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$10,98
Stylish New Coats15.00

WEST GUILTY

WHAT

MURDER

Harvesters' Week
saving on all your purchases.

HIGH CLASS STARS
SEEN IN MOVIES

basque styles.
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Crushed Again.
It thrills us to see any act of polite
ness, from the poor boy, who timidly
raises his cap and gives his seat to a
4n n Btfaot nop t n tha Tfpntlirk.
ian who hands his friend the bottle
and turns his back, but we are not in
countries.
it with other
During a long ceremonial given by
the sultan of Morocco at Fez in honor
of the resident general, General Ly- autey noticed that none of the clocks
was running, and hinted that he would
like to present the sovereign with a
timepiece that would go. The sultan

.iLipim

Cg.-f-

four-by-nin- e

smiled.

Wften Made
Wiili

Calumet pastry is good to

"Thev were stoDned bv mr orders."
he said. "During your excellency's look at, good to cat. Always
too brief stay with us why be remind- - Jjrrht, fluffy, tender and wbole- ed of the flight of time?"
some.
Calumet is tne one D;iK.mg
powder that is high in quality and
Malicious.

At German seaside places they have
a way of assigning each bather a
number. These numbers are conspicuously displayed on beach chairs, tents,
and bathing dresses. The two young
women in the swimming suits who had
been drawing the eves of all beholders were very agreeably posed as a
group, when they caught sight of a
third young woman coming toward
them across the sands.
"My," said the one in the red cap,
"but Laura is wearing a big number
on her suit.' What is it 75,000?"
"Oh, don't you know?" giggled the
nymph in green. "That isn't really
Laura's number. That's the figure of
her dowry."
Wanted Information.
Apartment houses in New York are
prisons to small children who have
been accustomed to roaming" at large
and doing what they pleased in the
country. One boy in Harlem has discovered that whenever he jumps from
a chair to the floor he is sure to bo
told, "You mustn't do that. There is
some one below." One Sunday, he was
being taught about heaven. "If I go
there," he asked, "will I be told all
the time to keep quiet because there!
Is some one belowT"

moderate in price.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World' Para Food Eiponliou. CbicBfO, IU.
Alb Exposition, France, March. 1912 k
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MPORTS RESUME
OF

SEMBLANCE
NORMAL
CUSTOM

HOUSE
REPORTS
ARRIVAL OF FOR-- .
EIGN PRODUCTS

New York, Oct. 5. Outward and
visible signs that the oipori trade
of the United States ia r.ipid'y pick-:iup have been abundant about Ae
custom house In thia city during (ho
week just closed, Imports from Jai:ri
are apparently increasing, favored oy
war conditions; England's
imports,
while not up to the normal, continue
extensive; some German goods ti:e
coming into New York; France is
tending across seas some of her products; Switzerland, after a month of
inactivity, has resumed exportations,
and Holland, Norway and Sweden are
of
eendjhtg (considerable quantities
goods to America.
The labor situation in European
countries at war, difficulties of financing commercial propositions and. the
difficulties of land transportation are
the greatest factors against foreign
commerce at the present time. None
of the nations involved is denied the
use of the seas by war circumstances,
tti the opinion of those best acquainted with the situation.
Germany Is. shipping her products
in Dutch bottoms, out of Rotterdam
and other ports of Holland. The
Dutch vessels are great immigrant
carriers and have not carried heavy
cargoes in times of peace. This space
is now available for German goods
if the German merchants p'ace them
in Dutch territory for transshipment
to the Unittd States.
In the German room of tho New
York custom house are to be seen
ureat packages of glove leather, dyes,
chemicals and big cases of crockery.
These have been brought in in Dutch
vessels. It is expected that soon this
avenue of trade will be more and more
utilized by the German producers and
merchants.
Switzerland has just begun again to
export embroideries. For more than
a month not a single importation had
previously been received from this
source, France maintains
a much
smaller part of her trade with the
United States than is normal, but
there is confideno that her Imports
will increase Steadily.
Great Britain keeps sending in her
products of every variety. The British room at the custom house is crowded with wares. The custom men,
however, say that it will be some time
before the quantity approaches normal.
The greatest surprise is to be found
In the Japanese room. The New York
customs house is receiving regularly
large quantities of Japanese goods in
bond shipped via the Pacific, through
;;

Vancouver and San Francisco, and TO
tfl3 P.CSX2
consigned to New York dealers. Shipalments almost as large are coming
in Blood Diseases
so by way of Europe transshipped
at Southampton, England. While the
increase In Japanese Imports is not Just the Help Needed to Overestimable, it is recognized by the cuscome Worst Troubles.
toms experts as marked
A good sign is the great number of
triplicate invoices, being received from
consuls abroad, representing imports
in transit.
These triplicate invoices,
required by customs regulations, usually arrive ten daysor a yeek ahead of
ally arrive ten days or a week ahead of
creased is a positive sign that the
imports of the near future will be Increased.
purifier,
Dutch ships usualy carry only a In In R. R. R., the famous blood
the groati'St nutiiral ri'imlr crew known.
quarter of the cargo that their cargo It t an antidote for m'ruis, that once lot
loose, multiply so fast that a definite disspace would allow. They are confi-den- t ease
is apparent over night. And yet ao
will
for
utilized
be
that this space
powerful la the Influence of S. S. S. that
a
like
vast army It spreads all through
the shipment of products of Germany.
the blood, cheeks disease, opens up a'l the
Looking over the shipping in New valves of escape and throws out disease
York harbor at the present time, it through the lungs, kidneys, bladder, bowels
and skin.
is found to be the expert opinion that
Do not become panic stricken If a rash
there is no shortage in caro Bpace or bolls or eruptions Inflame the skin.
Nature la
her best but Nature Is at
to carry the normal volume of Im- the same doing
time calling for help, and in
8.
Is
8.
8.
the kind of help Nature
Just
Of
ts
it
course,
ports.
recognized that
demands, for It Is a
vegetable remedy
tue apportionment of shipping would with an action that pure
vigorously follows the
blood
and
cleans
channels
and repairs aa
not meet the normal requirements,
It goes along.
In every . community are
but there is a belief that Imports can people
who know this to be true. They
find a means of transportation to the have used 8. 8. 8. and are blood clean,
through and through.
United States from, every country.
Get a bottle of 8. 8. 8. today at any
The customs experts hazard no sta- drug store. Drive out those destructive
cause skin eruptions, sore throat,
germs
tistical conjectures, qualifying their swollenthat
glands, blood risings, painful rheuoptimism with the knowledge that matic joints, chronic bronchitis, and most
conditions of disease.
Read the folder
there is no basis but experience to all
around the bottle that tells about the great
indicate the trend of things, and that work being done to assist sufferers. If you
would know more about the blood end Its
experience is not wise under existing j treatment, write for special book to The
conditions. Nevertheless, it seems to riwuc ppeciiic eo., t Bwiit mag., Atlanta,
be the concensus of opinion that the Ga.
outlook for the import trade Is steadto the girl that he had married her
ily growing brighter and that there
is undoubtedly enough shipping ply- through a ceremony performed by
ing the seas to American ports to himself.
In the latter part of August, becarry the normal imports of the Unicause of the girl's condition, the
ted States;.
Warehouse withdrawals, which have priest took her to a flat on the west
represented a large part of customs side that he had fitted up. He conreceipts since the beginning of the fessed that a few days later he went
war, are now beginning to fall off. to the house about midnight and
Resumption of imports, it is expected, while she slept cut her throat and
soon will compensate in large mea- then dismembered the body, cutting
sure for this falling off iu receipts it into nine parts. He made packages
of the various portions of the body
from exhaustion of warehouse
prd threw them one by one into the
Hudson river as he made buccmsIvs
across the Fort Leo ferry. The
tiips
PRIEST ASKS NEW TRIAL
of the torso as it was washed
finding
New York, Oct. 5. Arguments will
c
r.p on the Jersey shore started tho.
be heard in the appellee court here
to
led
and
einvestigation
finally
Monday on an application for a new the arrest of Schmidt as
the murdertrial in the cose of Hans Schmi.it,
er. The priest was trted in the early
the former priest, who for the past
pi.rt of last February and largely on
eight months hat been in the death the
strength of his own confession
house at Sing Sing awaiting elect!
he was convicted of murder in the
for the murder of. Anna Ail
first degree.
muller whose body he dismembered
In an affidavit filed with the dissnd cast into the Hudson.
trict attorney when application was
The murder of the Aumuller girl
made for the new trial Schmidt's
wats one of the most horrible In the
ccunsel asserted that the girl was
crime history of the metropolis.
not murdered, but died after an operaSchmidt was a priest attached to St. tion
and that Schmidt cut up the
Joseph's church. Formerly he had
to prevent a scandal and to probedy
been attached to another church tect
the
surgeon who performed the
where the girls was employed as a
operation.
servant An attachment sprang up
between, the two and led to the disWhat Would You Do?
missal from her employment and !
There are, many times when one
transfer of the priest to St. Joseph's man questions another's actions and
cnurch. in the meantime it is alleg- motives. Men act
differently under
ed that the priest had represented
different circumstances.
The question is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It is highly recommended by people who have used it
YOUR
for years and know its value. Mrs.
O. EL Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy; is worth its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv
'
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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WANTED Clean cotton
Oprio office.
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WOULD BREAK WILL
St. Iuis, Mo., Oct 5 A suit to
break the will of James Campbell,
multimillionaire
rauroad
promoter,
wa filed In the circuit court here today by children of John P. Campbell
of 'West Virginia, a brother of the deceased. By the Campbell will the entire estate is to go eveulually to St
Louis University.
The validity of the will Is questioned on the ground it was changed after it had been witnessed. Thw petition also charges that by reason of
incidents In his business and social
life and his fear of death and future
punishment Mr. Campbell easily was
imposed, on and induced to leave his
estate in trust for a medical school
and for St. Louis University.

PLEASED WITH

TEXAN

LAS VEGAS

PROSPECTS

M. D. HENDERSON

SAYS PROSPERITY IS GOING TO HIT US
SQUARELY

M. D. Henderson of Kansas City,
formerly with the Santa Fe railway
l.ut at present engaged in the promo-lioof the town of Plainview, Texas,
spnt several days in Las Vegas last
Mr. Henderson, whoso long
week.
association with the railway has given
him exceptional opportunities for observing the developing of the southwest, spoke highly of the possibilities of Las Vegas in a talk with a
representative of The Optic just before he left the city.
"Never in my life have I found a
spot with more invigorating climate
and congenial people than you have
here," said Mr. Henderson. "I understand, too, that you have fully
100,(100 acres of land within a radius
of 80 miles that are available for ir12,000 Just north of your
rigation;
city on the mesa, 50,000 in the Hand
tract, now owned by Mr. Shollabarger,
8.000 at LaCueva, 15,000 at Mora and
the neighborhood thereabouts, 5,000
at Watrous, and the Cherry vclley,
and 15,000 on the Pecos. I was treated to a hunting and fishing trip to
the Kroenlg lakes the other day and
will always remember it as one of
the pleasantest trips of the Bort I
have ever made. At the time I saw
the wonderful possibilities of much of
the lands we mentioned a moment
pgo, and on the return journey passed
through the dry farming belt on the
mesa where the crops of many farms
equal those of Kansas.
"la fact, it seemed like traveling
through an old settled farming district; the number of silos being filled, and the growing crops in well
fenced fields all give evidence of a
successful and happy people. Your
soil and the climate are especially
adapted to the successful raising of
sugar beets, the cool nights' Increasing
the saccharine juices to the highest
.
extent." .
n
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RAZE OLDGOTTAGES BISHOP HOWDEN TO
LIVE IN DUKE CITY
Ancient Buildings of England
ing Pulled Down.

Be-

EFISCOPAL PRELATE PURCHASES
THE BRYAN RESIDENCE IN
ALBUQUERQUE

- That Have Stood for Hundred
to Be Done Away With
Monstrosities"
and "Jerry-Buil- t
to Take Their Places.

Hout-

Albuquequer, N. M., Oct. 6. That
the permanent residence of RL Rev.
Frederick H. Howden, Episcopal bishop of New Mexico and west Texas,
will be In Albuquerque was made certain yesterday when the announcement was made that Bishop Howden
had purchased the former residence
of the late R. V, D. Bryan, at the
corner of Eighth street and Central
avenue, and will take possession at

of Year

London. Now that an epidemic
seems to be on the point of Betting in,
if it has not already started, of pullwhich have
ing down old cottage
Btood for hundreds of years and replacing them, it is to be feared at
monpublic expense, by Jerry-buil- t
Is
of
importance,
urgent
it
strosities,
remarks a writer in London Country
Life, to put on record the aspect and
arrangements of the old buildings
about to be destroyed.
The earliest existing type of cottage
in England has been admirably described by Mr. Sidney OlJall Addy In
his invaluable book, "The Evolution
of the English House." Unfortunately,
that work lacks the profuse illustration It so well deserves, and the lack
is especially felt in respect to this
most important of all the
historically
types. " Cottages, he says, of the earlier type are still found in Gloucestershire, are common in Yorkshire and
Lancashire, and are "doubtless to be
found in every English county." In
this, I think, he is mistaken, for I can
find none of the type in question in
Kent or thereabouts, nor have I been
able to get a photograph of one from
anywhere.
I leave the interested reader to refer to the book for a full explanation
of the term and the reasons in ancient architecture for the dimensions of
a "bay." "The principle of construction of the house of one bay was simple. Two pairs of bent trees, in form
arches
resembling the lancet-shapeof a Gothic church, were set up on
the ground, and united at their apexes
by a ridge tree. The framework so
s
set up was strengthened by two
and was
and four
fastened together by wooden pegs.
The bent trees or arches were placed
at a distance of about 16 feet apart,
and the space included between them
was known as a "bay."
These pairs of bent trees are
"forks" (in Latin furcae) or they were
called "gavels," or "gavel-forks(hence the word "gable"). Nowadays
they are called "croks," "crucks" or
"crutches." Thus a cottage or barn
is said to be "built on crucks." Where

once.

Ever since his elevation to the bishopric there has been speculation as to
where Bishop Howden would make the
seat of the diocese. Santa Fe, Albuquerque and El Paso were the cities
considered as most likely to receive
the choice. Bishop Howden from the
firs! stated that he would make no
dtclslon until he had had time thor
oughly look over the field and that
he would make up his mind solely on
what he considered the needs of the
diocese that he Is to serve.
The fact that Albuquerque has been
selected as the Episcopal capital of
New Mexico and west Texas Is grarti- not only to Episcopalians but
fy!n
to the people of the city regardless of
denomination.
Deafness Cannot

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the Eustachian Tuba When
this tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can he taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by r"a
tarrh, which is nothing but aa
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circular free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

d

wind-brace-
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FEAST OF TABERNACLES
New York, Oot. 5. Succoth, or the
Feast of the Tabernacle, which Jews
everywhere celebrate today, brings to
an end the important chain of sacred
days, including P.ish Hashonnai and
Yom Kippur, which have been observed the past two weeks.. Succoth
is the harvest festival, and is designed to commemorate the dwelling in
booths of the children of Israel during their eojurn In the wilderness
after their departure from Egypt. The
festival lasts for eight days, but only
at the first two and the last two days
are regarded as holy days.
Up Whole System
"Chamberlain's Tablets have done
more for me than I ever dared hope
for," writes Mrs. Esther Mae Baker,
Spencerport, N. Y, "I used several
bottles of these tablets a few months
ago. They not only cured me of bilious attacks, sick headaches and that
tired out feeling, but toned up my
whole system." For sale by all dealers." Adv.
UTAH STATE FAIR OPENS
Salt Lake City, U., Oct 5. This
was the opening day of the Utah State
fair and it proved one of the best attended opening days in the history of
the annual state exhibition. Visitors
are already here from every section
of the state and more are arriving on
every train. Those who visited the
exhibition today pronounced it the
"biggest and best" ever held here.
Every department is well filled with
choice exhibits, but the agricultural
and live stock displays aire worthy of
especial note. The amusement and
entertainment features also are above
the average of former years. The fair
will continue through the week.
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HARRY THAW

N. II., Oct.

bring strong pressure to bear oa any
real tstate man who undertakes to
lease Thaw a house in their neighborhood. Thaw, it Is understood, is
in no hurry to come back to Concord,
preferring to remain In the mountains about Gorham so long a tho
weather remain
favorable. Thaw'
case Is scheduled to come up in the
supreme court tomorrow. The state
of New York will then move that It
be brought up on the calendar. George
S. Morri
of Lancaster and former
Governor Stone of Pennsylvania will
be on hand to represent Thaw. If
the case is brought up on the calendar it will be put at the foot of tho
advanced list On the advanced list
It probably will come up in about six
months. Otherwise, it would be a
year and a half before the case i
reached on the docket.
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
Stop coughing! you rack the lunga
tnd worry the body. BALLARD'S
HOREIIOUND SYRUP checks irritation, heals the lungs and restores comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c an,l
$1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.

NEW HOMESTEADERS ON

THE NATIONAL FORESTS
TOTAL OF 674 ACRES LISTED IN
SEPTEMBER ON THE JEMEZ
FOREST ALONE
During the month of September a
total of 671 acres of rand within the
Jemez national forest. New Mexico,
were listed with the secretary of the
Interior and will shortly be opened
to entry under the forest homestead
act The lands thus listed, --rrerV ap-plied for individually by six applicants, and each one of these tracts
was examined by a forest officer and
found to he more valuable for agriculture than for forest purposes.
Those whose applications
within
the Jemez national forest were favorably acted upon during the month of
September ; e: Juso Y. Archuleta,
Brazos, N. M.; Mariano Archuleta,
Brazos, N. M.; Daniel R. Carter,
Bland, N. M.; Teodulo Cordova, Gal- lina, N. M.; Alfonso Archuleta,
Youngsville, N. M.; Clarai D. Truo,
Espanola, N. M.
In addition to this 7G3 acres were
listed to applicants within other national forests in New Mexico, and
3,476 acres within national forests in
Arizona.
It Always Does the Work

A lot of
Concord,
"I like Chamberlain's Cough RemConcord's "best families" have adopt- edy better than any other," writes R.
ed an attitude of "watchful waiting" Et Roberts, Homer City, Pa. "I have

..tj

4

5.

since Harry Thaw sent his secretary taken it off and on for several yeara
ahout leas- and It has never failed to give the de
ing a house here for the winter. The sired results." For sale by all dealcitizens in question are preparing to ers. Adv.
down from Berlin to see

Old "Teapot Hall."

the trees are straight, the pairs are
called "couples of siles," and there ar?
other local designations. The only example of this earliest type given by
Mr. Addy is "Teapot Hall," Dalderby,
or Scrivelsby, Lincolnshire.
In this case the angle timbers, like
the poles of a Whymper tent, arc
straight, so that even here we lack a
perfect example of the type Mr. Addy
says is common.
Out of this most rudimentary type,
says Mr. Addy, "the next evolutionary
step was to make the walls . .
straight (1. e., vertical), while still retaining the original construction. . . .
The change was accomplished In the
following way: The ends of the
which braced the 'crocks' towere
lengthened outwardly, so
gether
became equal in
that the
length to the" width of the cottage.
"Upon the tops, or at the ends, of these
extended
long beams,
known as 'pans' (Yorkshire) or 'pons'
(Lancashire), were laid, and then the
rafters were laid between the 'pans'
and the ridge tree. Finally a side
wall was built (on each side) from the
ground as far upward as the 'pan,' so
that the 'pan' rested on the top of this
wall."
Some of the early English gravestones erected over the ashes of burnt
burials were evidently Intended to represent houses. One of the models
obviously imitates the simplest type ol
cottage, the one with the bent forks
rising directly from the ground. An
other incorporates the second type,
where the side walls have been made
vertical. The third shows a more
elaborate half timber building with
decorative patterns modeled or palnte
on the surface of the filling in the
manner described by Tacitus as em
ployed by the Germans of hla time
Under these little models were the
pans containing the ashes.

The Luxury of Electric Light
in your Home is Most

3

Aside from the comfort electricity
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"Movies" an Aid to Suffragettes.
St. Louis. Suffragettes who aw
too timid to make publlo speeches
may have them photographed and
placed before the voters by th
"movie" machine.

Inexpensive
brings aside from the charm it
adds to an otherwise beautiful home
it is really the least expensive light.
Even if your house is old it can be
wired for Electricity at small cost
and no trouble.
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Investigate the Economy
of Electric Service.

i'

Let us explain how your house may
be wired without disturbance or
dirt and at small cost.

The Las Vegas Light and

Power Company
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It is believed that the use of elecmake such bill practically a bill of
will Increase 40 or 50 per cent
tricity
llie department.
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A
as the result of the change In rates.
You, of course, know that there
Evtry consumer will be able to use
must be a recognition by the departmore than at present and at the same
ESTABLISHED 1379
ment of the special circumstances to
OF
cost.
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make it possible for me to get the
of everybody and can be used
reach
so
bill passed by the house, because
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all purposes cheaply. The Light
for
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other
Congressmen
many
CO.
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greater
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all
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Assuring you,
LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY
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Very respectfully yours,
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Since
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COUNTY manufacturing plants and other in- l.'rs. Rudulph left this afternoon for
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neutrality, over my protest, in an ef- treasury officials and In some way
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
dustries will use electricity exclusively E! Paso on their honeymoon. Upon
throat, loosens the phlegm and is
fort to defeat the German forces in your federal building may be made
laxative. Best for children
Chicago, Oct. 5. Wheat advanced miidry
instead of steam or gasoline engines. their return they will stop at Pecos
Teutonic leased territory within my special." Senator Fall Is fully aware CONSIDER ADVISABILITY OF MAK Incidentally the use of electric auto- where they will reside, Mr. Rudulph today, influenced by a rise in prices and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
liorders. To be consistent and make of conditions there and you can count
more general being in the service of Gross .Kelly at Liverpool. After opening J4 to 1
mobiles will become
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cent higher, the market here made a
and Company at that place.
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DIEGO FAIR
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in your action as regards Belgium, regard to your building in every way
you must make your ally cease vio- possible.
A. E. Kehler, Jr., commissioiH r of
With kind regards, I am
lating my neutrality,."
publicity of the San Diego exposition,
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, , .
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tional Bank,
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for a display at the fair next year.
body concerned a square deal. Wheth- Mr. J. M. Cunningham, President, San The commissioners listened to Mr.
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ples Bank and Trust Co.
funds available for such purposes bemains to be seen.
Las Vegas. N. M.
fore answering. That the board will
Gentlemen:
make as large an appropriation as lies
1 our letter addressed
to in its power is a
Jointly
foregone conclusion.
KQLBO HIT BY Senators Catron and Fall and myself. The commissioners, both as a board
under date of September 22, 1914, has and
individually, expressed themselves
CALL FOR WARM NIGHTROBES
Pee)n received together with enclo heartily in sympathy with the expo- CATBIDGE
5ood judgment should be exercised in
BURSTING
TRY "I
sures bearing upon question of the sitihinnd the
opportunity to adverpurchase of a site for,; and. expediting tise the county to such good advantthe selectipn of the proper Underwear
"FAULTLESS"
'
tho building of the federal building age.
to be worn, Experiments with new,
t'.OY PAINFULLY HURT WHEN HE at l,as Vegas, New Mexico.
At the last regular meeting of the
Night Gowns and Pajamas
untried and untrue brands which have
T assure
DISCHARGED SHELLS BY
you that I shall at once commissioners a petition
was preWe receive only the highest terms of
POUNDING THEM
matter
this
careful
attention
a short-liveexistence are costly.
my
give
sented asking that the board take
approbation from everyone who uses
I can by personal ef- some action regarding a road in "Up
do
all
that
and
i
them.
' Walter, tvdlbo, son or Barney Kolbo, fort to bring about what yon desire. per Town," which, it is claimed in
BRANDS
WE CARRY
FOR .MEN AND WOMEN
who lives about two miles out on the I ra, of course, alread yadvised of the petition, is a public road, but
ATnra rnflrl wnfl thft vWim nf A nnin- - the whole situation, and have been, which la8 been,, closed, .by residents.
ful and possibly, serious acciaent ai persistent In my efforts to accom The petition sets forth that the road
1 o'clock yesterday afternoon, when plish what Js so necessary to the is needed vtortravel and prays the
a piece of brass' shell entered his people of Las Vegas and East Las board to reopen it to the public. After
X 5
Vegas. Of course, you are fully ad- hearing.. '.Mr Koehler the board ad
left breast just above the heart.
as to the general situation about journed until 2 o'clock this afternoon
vised
cartKolbo was firing blank
ridges on a rock by pounding them, a'l public buildings authorized to be for the purpose of making a trip to
d
to investl- congress, the seat of the road-wa- r
ft
and one of them scattered the Bhell built' by the
to
Is
three
four
final
that
before
the
situation
ate
the
government
all
quart-rthree
taking
directions, asplinter
in,
1
o fan inch long striking him and years behind with all such buildings. action.
x
There were many routine matters
i
carrying shreds of clothing with it However, as the situation Is peculiar
and burying itself deeply in the fleshy to Las Vegas, in that a consolidation that the board expected to take up
Try our Maish Comforts. They are made of fine quality cotton
.
V
of the postoffices for the two towns in its later session this afternoon, and
part of the breast
and best silkoline Absolutely fast colors. Good all wool blankets
Doctors were called in, the piece of into one In the new federal building it is said that an adjournment will
shell extracted and the wound dress- - proposed gives, as a right, to demand have to be taken until tomorrow, at
quoted at very reasonable prices.
!Sst
Ol
d
Up to a late hour today no lndl-Uspecial action shall be taken in which time, probably as soon as the
cations of blood poisoning had
that case by the department if pos board meets, the tax levy for the com
ALL LINES ARE VERY COMPLETE
sible, and if not possible, by the de ing fiscal year will be made.
ji
partment under the law as it stands,
It is authoritatively said that the
that a special bill Bhall be introduced levy will show a substantial reduction.
STAYS ON THE JOB
Sir
H. Lee, the com- by me to bring about at least the pur- Para, Oct
LA FOLLETTE WONT RUN
of a site as agreed upon In an
Tnerclal attache, of the British
t
Fine shoes for men women
several
with
made
the
two
in
Madison,
arrangement
towns,
Wis., Oct. 5. Senator
Paris,
by
together
j
lassy
children.
and
11 I
other members of the embassy staff, I em ready to introduce such a bill, Robert M. La Follelte" today declined
Best Materials and newest
to
the
of
must
and
the
but
Bordeaux
of
have
the
from
request
the
progressives
agreement
lias returned here
Styles.
will relieve the American embassy of .department beforehand to endorse enter the race as an independent can
the obligation of looking after British si'th a bill, and my first object, there- - didate for the governorship of Wis
fore, is to Induce the department to consin.
fairs.

illt

ELECTRICITY IN

SCANT CHANCE

DAILY OPTIC

REACH

FOR SPEEDY
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Expert
Repairing

PURSES

NG

ACTION

delicate piece
Your watch
Machinery and should be entrustan expert
only in the hands

as

Lt

o

mechanic.

Qur connection with the

way time service requires us at eJl
times have efficient workmen.

--

!

Send us your watch, optical and
Jewelry repairing and we
you satisfaction.
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Robert J. Taupert
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SPECIAL PRICES GIVEN THIS VJEEil ON COATS AND SUITS
Winter Underwear

Cool Nights

UUm

d

TIME-TESTE-

Comforts and Blankets
Bedding of all Kinds

48-7- 0

xxMRifi

Sixty-secon-

o

I

5

at

i

5,--

FOOTWEAR

-

(

the

Store of Quality
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PERSONALS

terday's arrivals.'
H. H. Hess bf Denver is in the city
for a brief stay.
s
F. J. Malloy of Denver is in Las
for a short stay.
Koy Ingram of Cliaperito is in the
For Fall and Winter should be
city for a brief time.
M. Hohn of St. Louis la making a
ordered now.
few business calls today.
H. B. Roeder of Albuquerque is in
We have a complete line of forthe city for a brief stay.
J. Robson of San Diego is stopping
eign and domestic suitings, comat one of the city's hotels.
prising all the latest weaves, and
Sam Lennox of Roswell is stopping
at one of the local hotels.
at right prices.
C. R. Young of Roswell, N. M., Is
In the city for a few days.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
J. E. St. Vrain of, Los Angelefl Is
Jn the city for a brief stay.
receive special care.
Vs. J. Cullan, Jr., of Albuquerque is
In the city for a short stay.
Mrs. J. L. Polan of Denver is stopping at one of the local hotels.
E. Otto of Albuquerque is in the
city today calling on the trade.
II. A. Carlisle of Albuquerque is registered at one of the city's hotels.
W. B. Warner of Denver is among
the recent arrivals at the city's hotels.
Mr. and Mrs. Luis Ortiz left today
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Findley of on a visit to San Diego, Calif.
Colorado Springs spent Sunday in the
J. A. Baker, manager of the asbescity.
tos mines located in the Canyon
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Manly of Chiis in the city for a few days.
cago are stopping at one of the local
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
.'
Tiotels.
arrived in Las Vegas today to attend
Denof
Mr. ami Mrs. O. S. Jones
the democratic county convention.
ver are among the recent arrivals.
Mrs. Edward Benson Holt, who has
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Smith of DenMrs. J. H.
ver are among the more recent hotel been visiting her mother,
some time, has returned to
for
Ward,
arrivals.
her home in El Paso, Texaa.
Juan J. Clancey of Puerto de Luna
Mrs. Homer F. Tilton, who has been
came to Las Vegas yesterday to spend
several months visiting
spending
a few days.
Filadelfo Baca, assistant superin- friends in Chicago and her late hustendent of public instruction, came to band's family in Boston, has returned
Tll-tc- n
Lan Vegas Saturday
night from to her home inLas Vegas. Mrs.
Mrs.
her
is
of
the guest
sister,
Santa Fe. Mr. Baca will remain In
Leslie C. Witten.
the city for a week or more.
Mrs. Arthur Tillman
returned to
Wallace N. Watson and wife, who
were married at the home of the Las Vegas today after a month's visit
bride's sister, Mrs. A. G. Adams a few to friends and relatives in Salina,
weeks ago,' and who went east on Kansas.
their honeymoon, returned to Las VeDr. Wiilianii Howe left for a brief
visit in Albuquerque on train No. 3
gas yesterday. Mr. Watson is a
In the Santa Fe offices.
this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Gardanier
T. II. Loosee of La'Junta has come
find IT. A. Gardanier of Douglas, Ariz., to Las
Vegas to take the position at
are the members of an automobile the Castaneda, vacated by G. B. Morparty that stopped over Sunday In ris.

SUIT

MS.

LEWIS

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION DOES
EVERYTHING BUT TRANSACT,
BUSINESS

The democratic county convention
to have been called to order this
atiernoon at the court house at 2
o'clock, but late this afternoon nothing
bad been perpetrated but a few selections from the orchestra. It is expected, if the nominations are made in
time this evening, that First Assistant Secretary of the Interior A. A.
Joi.es, secretary of State Antonio Lu
cero and Assistant Superintendent of
Public Instruction Filadelfo Baca will
addreES the convention.
The early hours of the afternoon
wr,re devoted by tha leaders of the
party in the county In an effort to
get men to run for the legislative offices. There had been no caucus, and
the delegates assembled without the
slightest Idea who were to be nominated.
h

vat

TAILOR

SUIT FOR IMMENSE
SUM IS DOCKETED

Gal-lego-

3,fis Vegas.
Mrs. D. A. Sblpman who has been
In Las Vegas for a short time visiting her daughter, left on train No. 10
for her home in Chetopa, Kan., today,

after attending the wedding of her

daughter, Louise, to Mr. G. B. Morris.
Frank Winters and Prentice White,
who left Las Vegas a week ago on
a hunting trip in the neighborhood of
Elk mountain, returned last evening.
Ihey report poor luck, having been
rained out of camp. They saw one
oVer, but no other game.

NEW YORK COURT WILL TRY TO
UNTANGLE A BITTER WILL

CONTEST
New York,

Oct. o.

y

n

DAMAGING TREIUBLOR

IN ASIATIC TURKEY
TWO LARGE TOWNS WtftE BADLY SHAKEN BY AN EARTHQUAKE YESTERDAY

Smyrna, Asiatic Turkey, Oct. 4 (Via
London, Oct. 5.) The towns of
(population about 25,000) and
Burdur (population about 12,000) in
the province of Konia, were severely
damaged by an earthquake last night
The loss of ltfe was very heavy. These
two towns are centers of the carpet
'
industry.

ta

TWELVE

Birmingham, Ala,; Oct. 5. Twelve
are known to be dead and 12 In
jured as a result of an explosion
in the Mulga mines of the Wood
ward Iron company, 18 milea north
wtst of Birmingham.
Four of the miners killed were
white and the remainder were negroes.
Rse-cugangs were organized after the
all the bodies have
iYi.lnRlon. but
not been recovered.
Officials of the Woodward Iron com
pany, declare the explosion was pure
ly local, resulting from a pocket of
gas being uncovered. Mine machinery
wpb not badly damaged. Several
miners still were missing late today
end it was thought the number of dead
might be increased. E. B. Sutton, In
charge of the federal mine rescue car
in this district, is at Mulge aiding the
rescue work.
to-d-

New York Salesrooms
32 Warren Street

Meriden
Connecticut

Jubscrioa for

me

Optus.

WALSH

OFFENDS THE

CIAYION MEASURE
SAYS THE
ACT WILL
BE FOUND TO BE HIGHLY
BENEFICIAL
ANTI-TRUS-

Washington, Oct. 5 .The Clayton
t
bill was defended in the
e:iate today by Senator Walsh of
Montana, who replied to the criticisms
of Senator Reed of the pending con
ference report on the measure.
Senator Walsh said the Clayton
biii, as framed by the conferees was
accordance with the democratic
platform pledges and followed the pol- to which congress committed it
self when It passed the administration
:ade commission bill.
"The present bill," he said, "Is aim
ed at the practices which are the
beginnings of monopoly practices In
dulged in before the offender becomes
subject to the Sherman law."
Senator Walsh said the pending New
Haven railroad cases In which with
civil suit for dissolution pending,
the department of justice is working
on criminal prosecutions throueh
a
grand Jury, illustrated the object of
the Clayton bill
While the trade commission is In
vestigating charges of unfair competi
tion against corporations," he explain
ed, "the same charges may be the
basis for criminal action under the
Sherman law."
anti-trus-

WILL MAKE HASTE
Washington, Oct. 5. Caucus action
to expedite tne passage of the war
revenue bill through the senate was
practically agreed on today by demo
cratic leaders after democrats of the
committee had changed their resolu
tion of their measure as It passed the
house.
feome administration
amendments
4
haye been made.
''it is deemed desirable to have a
democratic caucus on the measure,"
eaia ,eenator Simmons, chairman of
the committee. "Not that there 1b
any particular issue, but caucus ap
proval of the bill wilt cut down
amendments and expedite the consid
eration of the bill"

ucr. b. uount von
Pernstorff, the German ambassador,
called at the state-- ; department today
un
conferred with Secretary Brvan
for half an hour. When he left the
ambassador carried copies of the new
peace treaties between the United
States and Great Britain, France, Rus
sla, China and nearly a score of other
countries. Such a treaty was propos
ed to Germany some time ago. The
ambassador declined to discuss Us
call.
;

men

it Reliable
It's Friends bave
made it Famous
Send! for Catalogue

w

TALKED ABOUT PEACE

MINERS DIE

IN COAL EXPLOSION

We rj&he

(Continued from Page One)
airy, the advanced guard of the
troops that are occupying the German
owned railway connecting the German
leased possession of Klao-Chowith
Tsin Nan in west Shan Tung, has
reached Tsin Chow, 35 miles west or
Wei Hslen.
The Japanese legation has promis
ed the Chinese foreign office Japan
wculd occupy the railway with the
fewest troops possible, who would remain west of the line, and that clvif-ic-n
railroad men would be brought
from Japan to displace the soldiers as
soon as was possible.
Further, all the Chinese employes
culd be continued in the service.
The Chinese government will continue
its diplomatic efforts to cause the Jap- aiifse to withdraw to the vicinity of
Kiao Chow. The Germans threaten to
dynamite all the bridges and burn all
the stations of the line if the Japanese continue the march westward.
. correspondent at Tsi Mo, north of
Tsiiig Tau, who was compelled to
leiive that town because of illness on
September 26, has arrived here. He
reports that he saw no siege guns in
the neighborhood of Tsing Tau. The
Japanese are proceeding leisurely, he
states, which supports the general un
derstanding here that ttiey are not yet
ready to attack the formidable final
ne of the German defenses.

As administra-

trix of the estate ,f John H. Beach,
who died more than 75 years ago,
Fdith I. Magee has filed suit in the
B.
supreme court against Calvin
Uracil and Emily Beach, trustees of
the estate of E. Kellog Beach, who
diej in Chicago in 1897. The suit is
for $610, and interest for more than
2i years, bringing the total amount
sought up to more than 11,300,000,
lt sii certain credits.
The suit was transferred heie
for trial, from Cauyuaga county,
New York.
It is charged that . E.
Kellog Beach appropriated amounts
of $240,000 and $400,000 realized on the
sale In 1890 of two parcels of real es
tate In Cook county, Illinois, which
had been conveyed to him in trust al
though nominally conveyed to him as
the youngest son of John II. Beach.
No accounting has ever been made.
Rev. M. O. Stockland of Silver City the suit alleges by E. Kellog Beach
stopped over in Las Vegas today to or his heirs.
Mr. and Mrs. T.' I. Johnsen and
WOMEN MAY BE STRONG
visit the Rev. E. C. Anderson,
their little baby left today for Albu- and enjoy life whether in the home or
querque on train No. 1. They will business world if they can keep at
take in the state fair, and Mr. John-Se- bay those ailments peculiar to their
very woman realized how
will attend to some business af- sex. If
fairs of the firm of which he is a Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, that simple remedy made from
member before returning home.
roots and herbs, goes to the root of
the trouble and overcomes! such sympWANTED Clean cotton ng
toms as backache head aches, nerWl' office
vousness and Irritability," they would
be healthier, happier and stronger. If
you suffer from any form of female
ills why don't you try it? It will pay
you to do so. Adv.

TlXlE

WAR

DISCURSOS TONIGHT

T. O'Leary of Pueblo is among yes-

Ve-ta-

MUSICA IN AFTERNOON

MONDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1914.
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Three Points

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
I
J
Second: Can get it when want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus
...

$125,000.00

MUST DIE

HENWOOD

Denver, Oct. 6. The state supreme
ccurt today refused a re hearing In the
c.ise of Harold F. Ilenwood, convicted
on a charge of first degree murder and
sentenced to be hanged the week beginning October 23. Ilenwood was
found guilty at a second trial for the
killing of George E. Copeland in the
bar room of a local hotel while he
v.t.s shooting at S. L. Von Phul. At
his first trial Ilenwood was found
guilty of murder In the second aegree
and sentenced to life imprisonment.

You Will Find

CRYSTAL .BUTTER

Why Not Publish It?
When you want a fact to become
generally known, the right way is to
publish it Mrs. Joseph Kalians, Peru,
Ind., was troubled with belching, sour
stomach and frequent headaches. She
writes, "I feel It my duty to tell
others what Chamberlain's Tablets
have done for me. They have helped
my. digestion and regulated my bow
els. Since using them I have been
entirely well." For sale by all deal
ers. Adv.
WEEKLY

the best in all

SEASONS

SPORT CALENDAR
Monday

Opening oifj Grand Circuit race
meeting at Lexington, Ky.
Opening of the season of the Na
tional billiard league.
"Kid" Williams vs. Charley
Jack Blackburn vs. Tommy Cole
rounds at Vernon, Cal.
man, six rounds at piuiadeipma.
Wednesday
Al McCoy va. Joe Borrell, six rounds
Opening of the post season series
at Philadelphia.
ChiChaa-leWhite vs. Stanley Yoakum, between Chicago Nationals and
Americans.
cago
ten rounds at Milwaukee.
Friday
Tuesday
First game ot the world's championSam Langford vb. Colin Bell, six
ship series between the Philadelphia
rounds at Pittsburgh.
y

The M en
i
runi nto 1 our Si ire
well sharpened and minds
WITSgood
humor. The man who
if

T. A. DORGAN ("TAD")
be equalled in
Its
soothing, refreshing qualities.
mildness insures a pleasant smofe,
its coolness removes all chance of

"Tuxedo can't

"

tongue lite

Want

Ada.

They wouldn't smoke Tuxedo if it didn't
keep their minds alert and cheerful all day
long, day in and day out. A tobacco that
can do that stands in a class by itself.
Tuxedo is made of the very highest grade
1

mr m Vmm

R. U GOLDBERG

creator of "Foolish Questions"
"I'm the Guy"
" find in Tuxedo a good to
bacco. Its fragrance and fiaOor
use it regularly and
are tine.

I

1.
Li
11" uuli.ll.,..ll
enaone
nigniy 10 au myjnauu.

nf choice, mellow, sweet Kentucky Burley
PfOC- nricrinal
"Tuxedo
Tof ... frpffH hv the
"
.
,
ess, wnicn removes me sun so uiai u cannot bite your tongue granulated so that it
smokes freely and uniformly
packed 40
pipefuls to the 10c tin.

Tuxedo deserves

every good thing that
has ever been said of

--

4

r

it and to prove it

WILL

Read The Optro

has these generally knows what he
is talking about. Read the testimoni
als on this page. Here are some of
the greatest cartoonists in the country. They all smoke and endorse

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

,.

PRAISE DEMOCRATS
Washington, Oct. 5. President Wilson today began work on a letter he
will send to Majority Leader Underwood of the house, recommending for
democratic members of the
house and praising their work during
tho present congress. The president
plans to make the letter one of his
chief campaign documents, and will
tell of the achievements of the democratic majority of the house In sup
porting the administration.

anrl Uc'on Nationals.
Grnboal Si .;th vs. Battling Levin-sk- y,
ten rounds at New York.
Al Palzer v9 Fred Fulton, tea
rounds at Hudson, Wis.
Saturday
Second game of the world's championship series between the Philadelphia Americana and Boston Nationals.

Aivricana

Lfrt-n-2-

A

(Tuxedo sells by the
millions upon millions of

tins annually.

-

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
BUD FISHER creator oi " Mutt and Jeff.

"Tuxedo has made a pipe my
favorite form of smoking. Its cool'
ness and mildness make pipe smok'
tng a real pleasure."

EVERYWHERE

f
lut

FuDouagreentinwilhgGMlet' "J
tenng, curred to tit the pocket
Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
C
, uC
with moisture' proof paper
In Cltu Humidor 50c and 90c
THE

AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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Job Work
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
BEST OOODI OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLM

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

"

CHAPMAN

A

COLUMN

NO.
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night !
A. M. Regular communication first tad O. R- - C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
third Thursday
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presicordially in dent; Mrs. J..T. Buhler, Secretary;
W. M.. H. 8. Van C. H. Baily, Treasurer.
M.

vited. Guy
Cary,
Petten, Secretary.

OF COLUMBUS, COUP
KNIGHTS
804. Meet
second anl
CIL
NO.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
earth Thursday in O. R. C. haQ,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Pioneer building.
Visiting member
ular conclave second
Richard Devlna,
invited.
are
Ma
at
mcnth
cordially
each
In
dey
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel. F. 8.
NO. 2,

Mr. Crow

easy.

Say,

It takes

dont get scared

bo

good aoox 10 scare

me!
Mr. Robin Gee! Talk's cheap. Come
with me to the next farm and 1 1!
show you how easily you are scared

OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN

o
o
o
o

B.

CLASSIFIED

TOR

RATES

MADE GOOD

SHE

Smith, E.

C; etas. Tamme, Recorder.

LOCAL

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo- cation first Monday In each

C&ViJ month at Masonic Temple
cent per line each Insertion. fcf
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a lint.
t&Ai H. P.: F. O. Blood. Secre-No ad to occupy less space than two
tary.
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
without regard to number of words.
4. Meets every Monday evening at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth street All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
J. Friedenstlne, N. O.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl
C. V. Hedgcock,
house Wertz, Treasurer;
Girl tor general
WANTED
Trustee.
Cemetery
work at Harvey's Ranch. Address

o

o
o
o
o
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Five
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East Bound
Arrive
No.
No.
No,
No.

Wanted

Box B, City.

No.
No.

No.
No.

P, O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on Nintli street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat. are
cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring511 Ninrth street.
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
FURNISHED rooms and board, steam
heat, electric light and bath. 1022 KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURFourth street.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
FOR RENT Nicely furnished steam first and third Mondays of each
heated room, 924 Seventh, Phone month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Main 333.
O. I FreeLadles always welcome
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
two Montague
Assistant Deputy, 1011
FOR SALE Williams ranch;
good houses, six lots; good outbuild- Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. U.
ings; plows, camping outfit, stones.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
623 Railroad avenue.
evening eaob
fourth
Thursday
FOR SALE Well bred pigs. H. S. month at Vf. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard
Maurice, Sapello, N. M.
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
FOR SALE Mare and colt $35. S.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Powers.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
Dentist
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoRoom 1, Center Block. Office Phone cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411 pecially welcome and cordially invited.

a success as

a trained nurse?"
She married
"Yes, Indeed!
wealthiest patient."
CUPID IN

A

her

BATHING SUIT

I....

1....
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"Surf bathlug Is so embarrassing
for us girls. We are always losing out
combs and pins. Now, you men nevei
lose anything."
"Oh! Yes; we lose our hearts."
NORTH POLE HUMOR

HANOVER

DAIRIES

Santa Fe, Oct. 5. The department
of agriculture has assigned to New
Mexico, L. J. Thomas, an expert dairy
man, to Investigate dairying condi
tions in this state and to advise as
to the establishment of creameries at
contral points. His first Inspection
will be in the Mesllla Valley.

First Polar Bear Warm, Isn't it?
W, T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga had
Second Polar Bear Fierce! I'm
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
Icicles.
dripping
feet ankles and Joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
DOING WELL
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
He says, "Just a few doses made me
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
HOME BURNED
Santa Fe, Oct. 5. The historic
Wingfleld ranch home on the upper
HISTORIC

Ruldoso road, Lincoln county, occupied by Isaac Wlngfield and family,
burned to the ground. Only some
bedding was saved, the property and
furniture being otherwise a total loss.

0 CORA8.
"How is your wife getting on with
her social settlement work this sum
mer?"
"Great She's had her picture In the
paper twice this month."

Its Seasoning.

"My wife Ib apt to serve up a course

of tongue with the dinner."
"So does mine, and with
aauce."

Tartar
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SILVER
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GEO. H. HUNKER

ALL GROCERS

Attorney-at-La-
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This elegant Rogers'

Check Kidney Trouble at Once
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
There is such ready action in Foley
Osteopathic Physician
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
Office Crockett Building
from the very first dose. Backache, Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. to 5 p. m.
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
Residence Phone Main 384
and irregular action disappear with
their use, O. Palmer, Green Bay,
MONUMENT CO
Wis., says :'My wife is rapidly re
N. M.
Albuquerque,
covering her health and strength, due
215 E. Central
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
IS Tears Practical Experience.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug- Store. E.
W. W. BOWERS
A. JONES
INVESTIGATING

ft.

For YOU!

t

The Optic Office
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Deart

m
a. m
p. m
p. m
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For Salo

To

Depart

m
7:46
m
11:51
1:11
m
m
1:01
Bound

7:20 p.
4. ...11:64 p
:25 a.
1:25 p.

B.

For Rent

"Did your friend make

TIME CARD

Vegas, New Mexico.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or
1,000 pounds to
200 pounds to
50 pounds to

Less than

50

More, each dlivery
2,000 pounds, each delivery
1,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds, each delivery

pounds, each delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

AGUAOPURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

INT ADS

SELL WHAT YOU

DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho" people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here,
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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Beginning October ist, we have reduced our rates.
Turn on the Switch of your electrical appliances and let them Frizzle, Frazzle,
Fry, Bake, Boil, Broil.
Make your home cheerful with plenty of light.

Hake Use of the greatest servant ever given to mankind, Electricity.
You can afford to do it

at the following rates:

For the first 30 hours of use per month,
V

if

15

For the second 3o hours of use per month,

cents per kilowatt hour.
10

cents per kilowatt hour.

For all over 60 hours of use per month, 5 cents per kilowatt hour.
The above rates are for both commercial and residence customers.
The hours of use shall be based upon 60 per cent of the connected load.
Minimum monthly bill $1.00. An additional charge of 5 per cent shall be added to all bills
not paid prior to the eleventh of the month for service rendered the preceding month. A
charge of $2.00 shall be made for connecting all services except the initial installation.

A

LA 8 VEGAS

CQHT

DAILY OPTIC.

MUTUAL THEATER

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

A

Brldgt

5, 1914.

MONDAY, OCTOBER

5t:

ATTENDANCE

GOOD

SATURDAY'S

TONIGHT

AT COUNTY FAIR

First Show Starts at 7:45

1

MONDAY
EXHIBITS ARE EXCELLENT; BABY
CONTEST IS FILLED WITH

"Gold"

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

(TliMihouser 2-- reel feature)
"All

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.

at Sea" Keystone

Tha maintenance at

...

INTEREST

Spring Chickens
Jersey Sweet

Superior Service and
Reasonable Prices at
all times

Early this morning exhibits began
to arrive at the armory for display at
Potatoes
the county fair, and by 9 o'clock, the
Concord Grapes
hcur of opening, the building was like
!
a busy hive. Interest centered In the
LOCAL-NEW- S
Mission Grapes
"tetter babies'' contest, which is being conducted in the officers' rooms
babies have
Good news will be found on Page 7.
upstairs. Seventy-thre- e
and
been entered, nine of which are
All of the physicians
Old Taylor tVhisKey and Sherwood
Vegetables
Adv.
Bar.
at
in
the examining board,
the
form
the
Opera
Rye
city
of all kinds
ar.d each will devote as much of his
Take the advice given on Page 7.
time to the work as his practice will
permit.
The examining rooms are fitted out
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
of the
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
with the modern appliances
best
ciinlo
of
the
theaters
hospitals,
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
YORK
JOHN II.
and one is impressed at the first
You will find something interesting
thoroughglsnce with the business-lik- e
on Page 7 of this Issue of The Optic.
ness with which the ladies in charge
Grocer and Baker
of the contest have done their work.
Cutler Brothers' Insurance and real
The examination is a rigid one, arestate agency removed to northwest
ranged under the rules of the better
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
corner of the Plaza In Hotel
babies bureau of the "Woman's Home
Carriage out Saturday morning.
Phone Vegas 388. Adv.
Companion, which i3 the recognized
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
code throughout the country.
Mrs. L. P. Wright has just returned
The babies entered are: Alice Qer- Probate Judge Adelaido Tafoya
full
a
of
line
with
market
Ethel M. Selover, Bernard C.
from
the executors in the estate of lir.e,
millinery. Because of the late Ju'ian Sandoval this morning. The Hunker, Evelyn M. Johnson, Sheldon
sec son, will give her customers the bendeF. Lord, John J. Shaw, Kenneth E.
deceased was a well known resident
efit of prices. Call and see the styles.
Barbara Clark, Libero Duran,
of San Mtguel. The executors In the Hooker,
Charles P.
Adv.
M. Sutherland,
Dorothy
estate, which amounted to over $20,-00John
Nawratil,
LeRoy
Trumbull,
were Celsa Salazar de Sandoval,
The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold
a Wbitmore, Margaret Kaser, Frances
Audres
the
and
Sandoval,
widow,
l,
its regular meeting thiB evening in'the
E. Sundt, Thomas B. Stapp, M. I.
son.
B.
O. R. C. hall. After the transaction
W.
Harriett
Northrup,
Henry
of business, the members of the lodge
Consuelo Baca, Mary M.
A traveling carnival company, hav Thornhill,
will enjoy a lunch and a social good
Mackel, Josephine E. Baca, Edward
ing been denied the use of the Plaza
time.
Pauline A. Russell, Frances C.
Ferles,
upon petition of a large number of
Russell,
Augusta Penny, John M. Pa- West side business men, has secured
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Alice
pen,
Papen, Margarta Baca,
to show on this side of the
Methdlst church will meet tomorrow permission
Emelle Bendix,
Ben H.
Stevens,
has set up its equipment.
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home Gallinas and
Maria M. Sena, Robert Sena, Lawrence
been
has
side
on
the East
Sentiment
I. Freiss, Morris B. Nlswager, Frank
of Mrs. Charles Carscallea. All mem
carnivals for some time, and
bers are requested to be present. By against
C. Sieglitz, Elidia Gallegos, Harriett
many people today expressed surprise I,.
order of the president.
Ward, Ralph W. Connell, Eugenia
that the city officials had authorized
Henry J. Monsimer, Marie M.
Hasty,
to set up its tents, merryIn the account of the party of Mrs. the outfit
Adelina
de Baca, Robert C. Nel
Marx,
and Ferris wheel.
S. A. Clement, which appeared in the
son, Dorothy sacKman, Koueri ti.
s'iciety column Saturday evening, it
Smith, Richard Bacharach, Mildred
should have been slated that Mrs.
Mertscing, Frank M. Reiman, Robert
CASTANEDA CASHIER
Clement was assisted by the Misses
S. Allen, Fritz Corbett, Bruce Corbett,
Miss
Edward J. McWenie, Jr., Ross Duncan,
Mary and Mildred McMahon,
KANSAS GIIL Scott Duncan, Elliott Cassidy, Charles
Grace Elliott, Mrs. Charles Purcell
and Mrs. Root.
C. Onion, George E. Morrison, Adele
Helen Black
MISS Ilfeld, Byron Blackburn,
B. MORRIS AND
John P. Snyman, Leo Almanzar,
burn,
It was announced in this paper on
LOUISE SHIPMAN UNITED
Jose Z. Ribera, Roy C. Engels, Marie
Saturday that the Elks would hold
IN MARRIAGE
Ct. Hernandez, Caroline Lorbeer, Dor
a reception and dance in honor of
First Assistant Secretary of the InShillinglaw, Louise Witten, FranG. B. Morris, cashier of the hotel othy
ces E. Bell, Louise E. Lyster and J.
terior and Mrs. A. A. Jones on TuesCaslaneda, and Miss Louise Shipman, Adrian Smith.
The announcement
day evening.
of Chetopa, Kan., were married at noon
The fair will be open evenings, as
should have read Wednesday evening,
the" Rev. E. C. Anderson at
as daily, with the exception of
well
October 7. The hour will be 9 o'clock. today by
A.
Methodist parsonage. Mrs. D.
afternoon when the sports
Wednesday
Shipman, mother of the bride, who will be held at Amusement park. An
to
the
weather
official
According
has been in the city visiting her
observer at the New Mexico Normal daughter for some time, attended the admission of ten cents is charged to
help defray pxeneses.
University, the maximum temperature bride.
yesterday was 73 degrees, while the
on
train
Mr. and Mrs. Morris left
minimum last night was 41 degrees. No. 10 for Denver where they will
A heavy frost
occurred last night. reside, Mr. Morris having resigned his INFORMAL
RECEPTION
This is the first killing frost of the
pesition with the Fred Harvey system
fall season. Leaves began falling this to enter a new field of endeavor in
FOR HON. A. A. JONES
morning and the trees assumed the the Colorado city.
of
autumn.
colors
gorgeous

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

Fruit

ESTABLISHED IS76

Funeral Directors and Licensed Embalmers

Spanish-Am-

ericans.

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

NEW ISLE OF PINES GRAPE JUICE
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TIRES AI1D TUBES

us

TWO CI7CC 10 Cents Small Can
IHU OILLO 15c and 25c large cans
Fancy Valencia Oranges, 20c doz. fo GCc per doz.
Fancy Table Pears

Fancy Cling Peaches
Tokay Grapes
Mission Grapes

Concord Grapes
Quinces

STEARNS'

STORE

For. the best on

see us.

the market today

or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Miller

Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK

DONE AT OUR SHOP

Re-vel-

Genuine Jersey Sweet Potatoes

4 Pounds for

HIE DA W&

CASH GROCER

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
-

i

Are you Proud of
your Home?

Is it as comfortable as it should be?
If not we can make it so for you at
a very small expense. A nicely furnished home does not mean a lot of
expense if you buy here.
Brighten up by adding a tew new
pieces, perhaps a rug or two. It will
pay you. . Our line is new and up to
date at prices you can afford to pay.

The board of directors of the Las
Vegas hospital will hold a meeting
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the hospital. All members are re-

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
PHONE VEGAS

114,

507 SIXTH STREET.

.

quested to be present. ' The hospital
board requests all persons who have
a supply of jelly or canned fruit to
make small donations to the Institution. If everybody will give a small
amount, the institution will be well

ij.wi-iitiw;i-

7"ic Modern Woman

provided.
knows

Mm)
S

J5he

vH
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there is

no economy

In

inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.

,
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

The ' met ting of the Las Vegas
grant board this morning, at its chambers on the Plaza, was taken up by
routine matters. The application of
S. L. Fisher to buy 320 acres of land
on the mesai north of the city from
Maurice Hill was taken under advisement. Jose D. Crespta made application to purchase three acres from the
board at Los Vigiles.
This application will take the customary course
and be reported on at a later meeting of the boaord. The claim in settlement of C. S. Lucero was approved.
Other claims and applications lay before the board for action at a late
hour this afternoon.

E
At

fee Home

Of The

Best

Of Everyling

I IE

PRELIMINARY
IVAN ACCUSED

OF

HEARING
FORGERY

Puritan
Cream
Broad

When arraigned this morning in the
ccurt of Justice D. R. Murray on a
charge of forging the names of George
Bryan and Hugh Quigley on a note
foi $330, George Sells waived prelim-increxamination and was bound
over to the grand jury of San Miguel
county. He furnished bond in the
y

sum of $1,000.

Sells is an engineer in the employ
of the Santa Fe railroad. He was arrested Friday afternoon by Chief of
Police Ben Coles upon complaint of
Bryan, also a Santa Fe employe. It Is
said that the note on which the names
of Bryan and Quigley were alleged to
have been forged, was paid by Sells
some time before his arrest.
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get ready for him.
of Heaters
carload

Clean

W are the only
and Ranges
buyers
In Las Vegas, selling direct to the retailer. We have every
well known style, so you'll not find It hard to be pleased.

CI

o

are the most Kberal ever offered.
our treatment most courteovg.

LUBWIQ Wffl. ILFELD

Everything in Hardware and Furnihire
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son

or Dye
your old"

and

Next to Bridge

Garments.
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Las Vegas Sfeam Laundry
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of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
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EARLY

your
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this time.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
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Agents for The Ford
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The Commercial club of Las Vegas INVESTIGATION
announced today that a reception
would be given in its rooms tomorrow
CAMPAIGN METHODS
night in honor of A. A. Jones of this
city, first assistant secretary of the
interior. The affair will be for the A. MITCHELL PALMER OF PENNmen of the community and will, be
SYLVANIA
IS WITNESS
strictly informal. All the men of the
BEFORE SENATE
community who wish to meet Mr. Jones
and welcome him back home are inWashington, Oct. 5. Representative
vited to attend the reception, no matter whether they are members of the A. Mitchell Palmer, democratic canclub or not. The reception will be didate for United States senator from
gin at 8 o'clock.
Pennsylvania, appeared today before
the senate elections committee in conNOTICE
nection with the investigation into the
No shooting, hunting or fishing al
of Roger C. Sullivan, dem.lowed on what is known as the A. G, campaign
ocratic
in Illinois, and Sencandidate
Green lake and ranch, north of the
ator
Boies
will
Penrose, republican cancity. Trespassers
be prosecuted
to extent of law.
didate for renomination in PennsylA. G. GREEN,
Mrs. P. O. NISSON,

m
h'i'ii

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

COMMERCIAL
CLUB ARRANGES
FOR PLEASANT AFFAIR TOMORROW
EVENING

OE

OUR EASY TERMS
Our service is prompt

STORE

IS

BOUND OVER TO THE COUNTY GRAND JURY

Will soon be here so

Bast Bakery Goods In tho City
a
Try Loaf of Our

GllAAF & 0AT1MBD CO.

GEORGE SELLS WAIVES

Eatable
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been organized to promote the candidacy of Senator Penrose,
Manufacturers in Pittsburgh alone,
Mr. Palmer asserted, had been assessed $150,000 by this protective union,
to assure Senator. Penrose's candidacy. - He also had the committee letters, purporting to have come from
the Pennsylvania Retail Liquor Dealers' association, sent to saloon keepers, urging support of Mr, Penrose.

TODAY IN CONGRESS
I

I

Washington, Oct

at

5.

Senate:

Met

11 a. m.

Resumed consideration of conference report on Clayton anti-trus- t
bill.
Senator Walsh of Montana replied
to criticisms of Senator Ieedi
Representative Palmer of Pennsylvania made statement before elections
iommittee concerninge Norrls resolution for, investigation of expenditures
.
in primary election.
House: Met at noon.
Filibuster by Representative Henry
of Texas prevented resumption of debate on Philippine bill.

Palmer gave information relating to the protective organization
of manufacturers in Pennsylvania alleged to be financially interested in
the Penrose campaign. Representative Rupley, progressive, of Pennsylvania also was on the committee's
witness list.
Representative Palmer declared that
was
a congressional
investigation
recommended in the Pennsylvania sitTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
uation and that both the state corfederal
the
and
rupt practices act
FOR SALE Wheelbarrows and cook
law had been violated.
Political committees, he said, had stove. Inquire 623 Railroad avenue.
refused to make public their receipts
and disbursements. , He had letters FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for.
from the Pennsylvania Protective
light housekeeping, steam heat, no
s'ek. 328 Grand avenue.
union
tending to show that it had
Mr.

